The conflict shoreline was made in collaboration with eyal weizman. Cabinet books is pleased to announce the publication of the conflict shoreline: Colonization as climate change in the negev desert, with text by. Architect and theorist eyal weizman and photographer fazal sheikh. Weizman states, the threshold of the desert is an elusive demarcation. The conflict shoreline is a new collaborative work between architect and writer eyal weizman and photographer fazal sheikh. Colonization as climate change in the negev desert. Hbk, 8 x 10.5 in. / 96 pgs / illustrated throughout. Weizman, eyal and sheikh, fazal. "desert bloom" series (part of sheikh's the erasure trilogy, published by steidl), eyal weizman's essay. Desert" in eyal weizman and fazal sheikh, the. Of the elements of the trilogy, as well as the. Eyal weizman and fazal sheikh: An exhibition with fazal sheikh tracing the dispossession and displacements. These materials have appeared in eyal weizman's response to sheikh's desert.
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